
PUZZLES

Down 
7 & 24 Acr: Helena icon I move around within West
occasionally (4,2,1,5) 
8 Prepares horsemen for marriage? (6)
10 Pursuit game for six in test (7) 
11 Painting we returned for volume of writings of Buddha (5) 
12 See 18 Across 
13 States time for deployment (5) 
17 Arab I hunted holds captive Aaron’s son (5)
18 & 12 Acr: Sad force of US rosary promoters (4,4)
22 Reason for mistake is trainee by back of church feature (5)
23 Fictional detective greeted in new Baltic capital (7)
24 See 7 Across
25 End letters before sect breaks up American people (6)

Down 
1 Pagan pipe player about to change into early Pope (7)
2 Breaches half-break from school and Miss upset (7)
3 Noted palindrome (5)
4 Have foreboding before one of wisdom (7)
5 Numbers game sudden widower fleeing Sodom adds to (5)
6 Heard solver and playwright at former northern seminary (5) 
9 By holding palms he disfigured commits sin against second
commandment (9)
14 Basil in ropy fashion gets down when in Kent area (7) 

15 Promotion in realm about having security device (7)
16 Damage to body of a holy man by down in the mouth worker (7)
19 Early martyr saint with single priest’s vestment (5)
20 Posh newcomer leading King to composer Louis (5) 
21 Nearly a square meal (7)
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Please send your answers to:
Crossword Competition 25 November
The Tablet, 1 King Street Cloisters, Clifton Walk, London W6 0GY.
Please include your full name, telephone number and email address,
and a mailing address. Three books – on Augustine, Christianity and
Thomas Aquinas – from the OUP’s Very Short Introduction series will
go to the sender of the first correct entry drawn at random on Friday
15 December.
l The answers to this week’s puzzles and the crossword winner’s
name will appear in the 16 December issue.
Solution to the 4 November crossword No. 582
Across: 7 Mensa; 8 Alumnus; 10 Charles; 11 Blair; 12 Palmerston;
16 Baldachins; 20 Conte; 21 Godfrey; 23 Satsuma; 24 Duomo.
Down: 1 Amice; 2 Incas; 3 Paul; 4 Ransom ;5 Zurbaran; 6 Infanta;
9 Spring; 13 Agapetus; 14 Abacus; 15 Planets; 17 Haggai; 18 Arrow;
19 Synod; 22 Dada.
Winner: Mark Taylor, Waterthorpe, Sheffield.

FROM THE ARCHIVE

When the Lords debated
religious instruction in

state schools last week, Lord
Willis, better known as the
author of Dixon of Dock Green,
speaking as a Humanist, argued
that … children should be
taught about all the main
religions, and left to make their
choice … The House of Lords
often claims that its debates are
better than those in the
Commons. But it can also hear
the most extraordinary and
wild propositions, and this

Sir … [Mr T. A. Lacey]
brought forward this case as

an argument against my
position, that a man
excommunicate is no Catholic
… He now denies that he
claimed the excommunicate
Cardinal as being a Catholic.
Therefore, by his own
admission, this case … has no
value as an argument that
people excommunicate are still
Catholics. That is all I want, or
have urged. He also confesses to
holding a distinction being the
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two ideas of “Catholic” and
“being within the Church”.
According to him these are not
synonymous. I think this new
distinction one of the strangest
things I have heard  … What he
does mean I cannot imagine. I
am glad to have reached these
conclusions about Mr. Lacey’s
views; but I regret that I did not
succeed in doing so without
making him cross. Yours, &c.,
A. Fortescue.
[This correspondence may

now cease.—Ed. TABLET.]

surely is a prize example of the
kind of current educational
theory by which a child is
isolated as far as possible from
the influence of its parents and
its home, where, throughout
history, children have grown up
into their religious faith. Only
someone who thought religion
is really a very minor matter
would suggest it should be
presented in this way, with, as it
were, a series of brochures
setting out the rival attractions
of holiday resorts.
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Each 3x3 box, each 
row and each column 
must contain all the 
numbers 1 to 9.

Solution to the 4 November puzzle
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